Taquille Island & Puno
On our way to Taquille Island
start of our long walk uphill
boat docking
shoe soles as hinges
solar paneling
Bolivia!
Dress very important-- especially the hat
pretty far away from home...
Puno's "24 hr Deli"
dried meat

interesting door
cemetery and burial
it is common for men to weave
can't imagine carrying things from boat to town
alot to carry uphill
Puno in the distance
looks like a Cuy...

Puno streets
and alpaca.
still joking about Marboro man..

Puno Cathedral at night
Make a Cell call on street...chained/cuffed to lady

Welcome to the Puno Market
Our favorite vendor...sweetest lady...
in front of Cathedral--part of cross in earlier pics

Cathedral during the day